TRIALOG QUIZ!!!

“How well do you know TRIALOG?”
EU13 CSOs
15 years of experience
1 How many phases did TRIALOG have?

A) 3
B) 5
C) 6
2 How many CSOs in the EU13 region are members of national platforms engaged in development?

A) 241
B) 441
C) 641
3 Which EU13 development CSO platform has the biggest number of member organisations?

A) Polish platform – Grupa Zagranica
B) Czech platform – FoRS
C) Hungarian platform – HAND
4 In which context does this picture originate?
5 TRIALOG successfully lobbied for special conditions for New Member States in which area?

A) Obligatory Government support for national platforms

B) More humanitarian assistance to Africa

C) Special conditions for DEAR projects of NMS
6 When did the first Partnership Fair take place?

A) 2004
B) 2006
C) 2010
7 When and where was this photo taken?
Which EU13 platform actors proposed & advocated for the year 2015 to be European Year for Development?

A) Latvian
B) Slovenian
C) Croatian
9 How many capacity building activities were implemented during the current 5th phase of TRIALOG?

A) > 50
B) > 100
C) > 150
Answers!

1B) 5 phases

2B) 441 – this is an indicative number of CSOs working in development in the region: in some countries the platforms gather almost all CSOs in this category, in others many CSOs engage in development but have not joined the platform

3A) Polish platform – Grupa Zagranica (61 members - smallest: Hungary 14 members)

4) Study Visit 2008 on expert sending: requested by partners to learn more about provision of experts; expertise of Advisory Group members AGEH, Bread for the World and HORIZONT3000 facilitated this trip. Due to several reasons not / rarely established by CSOs in EU13.

5C) Special conditions for DEAR projects of NMS (in 2006 10 Mio EUR earmarked for NMS CSOs)

6B) 2006 (altogether 5 in 2010, 2011, 2013 and 2015, between 100 and 150 participants)

7) Prague Conference 2008 “Are we on the right track” - international conference with exchange and discussion between “East” – “West” - “ South” about paradigms in development cooperation; this conference was followed in 2010 by Nicaragua conference “Global crossroads – Paradigm shifts: The role and perspectives of development CSOs” in Nicaragua including field visits to development projects of HORIZONT3000

8A) Latvian (Board members in LAPAS proposed it and later engaged in campaigning and pushing for it)

9B) > 100 (including capacity building plans of each platforms (94), Training of Multipliers, Study Visits, Partnership Fair and more, > 2000 people involved)
Well done!